The Herzum Amplifier for Mattermost for Bitbucket is a powerful Bitbucket app that allows you to easily create communication between your Mattermost instance and your Bitbucket instance.

The Herzum Amplifier for Mattermost for Bitbucket provides the following features:

- Integration at both project and repository levels
- Notifications for repository events (Code pushed, branch created, etc)
- Notifications for Pull Requests (Opened, declined, approved, etc)

Click here for more information about Mattermost tools.
Amplifier for Mattermost and Bitbucket - General Info and Advanced Features

- Amplifier for Mattermost and Bitbucket - Team Settings
- Amplifier for Mattermost and Bitbucket - Project Settings
  - Project Settings - Notification Policies
    - Create a notification policy for a Project Channel
    - Delete a notification policy for a Project Channel
    - Edit a notification policy for a Project Channel

- Amplifier for Mattermost and Bitbucket - Repository Settings
  - Repository Settings - Notification Policies
    - Create a notification policy for a Repository Channel
    - Delete a notification policy for a Repository Channel
    - Edit a notification policy for a Repository Channel